Abstract: This paper shows: Bosons and Fermions maybe the compounds Π of two zero spin particles which are spin-conjugates each other in complex region. There are two kinds of spin-conjugates of zero spin particle: real spin-conjugate ( Real , ) and imaginary spin-conjugate ( Imaginary , ). Using ( Real , ), Bosons and Fermions of Antimatter Π could be formed, and using ( Imaginary , ), Bosons and Fermions of Matter Π could be formed.
Introduction


It is thought that 0 , zero spin particle in quantum mechanics does not possess any spin rotational ability, and its angular momentum representation is 11 dimension, obviously, this kind of spin representation is trivial in Math.
In STS (spin topological space) [1] , however the spin angular momentum representation of zero spin particle is no longer trivial, because the first component π 1 and the second component π 2 of zero spin particle (Refer to Eqs. (1) and (2), [2] ) can be constructed by infinite dimensional non-Hermitian operators. Further we could obtain non-trivial diagonal matrice representations of the third component π 3 and Casimir Operator π 2 of zero spin particle (Refer to Eqs. (3) and (4) of Ref. [2] ). At the same time, the matrice elements of the third component π 3 and Casimir Operator π 2 of zero spin particles are all in Real number region. In paragraph 2, the basic properties of 0 zero spin particles in Real region are given.
Casimir Operator of Zero Spin Particlein with
(  Imaginary ,  ) in Complex
Region
In order to extend Casimir Operator (6) to complex region, the transformations of raising operator  0  (1) and lowering operator  −1 − (2) of group a) and group b) are made as (10),(11) and (12),(13) 
Obtainment 2 
Having gotten the above preliminary results, it is now turn to discuss the third component and Casimir operator of zero spin particle B1) (16) minus (17), obtain
Finally we have the third component 
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Above four expresses show: Formular (55) is just the representation of fermion with one half spin  2 of matter. Diagram 1 demonstrates the whole formation of (55) due to Imaginary spin-conjugate (  Imaginary ,  ). 
